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UNIONIZING PROSTITUTES
by Belina Anderson
"Women do literally sell their bodies - if not
as prostitutes, then to publicity industries,
modeling and so on - much as men and
women sell their labour power. As a worker
finds himself alienated in his own product, so
... a woman finds herself alienated in her own
commercialized body."
- Juliet Mitchell, Woman's Estate
Gayle Rubin, in "The Traffic in Women," attempts to
understand the system of relationships which oppress
women by examining theories of anthropology and
psychoanalysis, primarily the works of Claude Levi-Strauss,
Jacques Lacan, and Sigmund Freud.' Anthropologist Levi-
Strauss contributed to the understanding of social cohe-
sion in primitive societies the idea that marriages are a basic
form of gift exchange and women are the most precious
gifts.2 Levi-Strauss believes the essence of kinship systems
lies in an exchange of women between men.3 Since kin-
ship is the basis for organization in primitive societies, gift
exchanges give power to the men thereby arranged in the
social structure. 4 According to Rubin, Levi-Strauss con-
structs an implicit theory of sex oppression.5 Rubin outlin-
ed the implications of these exchanges:
"If it is women who are being transacted, then
it is the men who give and take them who are
linked, the woman being a conduit of a relation-
ship rather than a partner to it .... [The ex-
change of women] does imply a distinction bet-
ween gift and giver. If women are the gifts, then
it is men who are the exchange partners....
The relations of such a system are such that
women are in no position to realize the benefits
of their own circulation. As long as the relations
specify that men exchange women, it is men
who are this beneficiaries of this product of
such exchanges - social organization."
6
Rubin's assessment is useful for analyzing women's
status in the commercial context as well. Women, like other
workers, find themselves a conduit of a relationship rather
than a partner to it. Women's labor in the form of products
or services is exchanged by the capitalist and the consumer.
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Products flow to the consumer, profits to the capitalist.
Women may be paid (if the work occurs outside the home),
but they do not realize the full value of their efforts. Rubin
writes:
"The 'exchange of women' is a seductive and
powerful concept. It is attractive in that it places
the oppression of women within social systems
rather than in biology. Moreover, it suggests
that we look for the ultimate locus of women's
oppression within the traffic in women, rather
than within the traffic in merchandise. It is cer-
tainly not difficult to find ethnographic and
historical examples of trafficking in women.
Women are given in marriage, taken in battle,
exchanged for favors, sent as tribute, traded,
bought, and sold. Far from being confined to
the 'primitive7 world, these practices seem only
to become more pronounced and commercializ-
ed in more 'civilized' societies."
7
Feminists and other social theorists continue to explore
the broad dynamic of women's sexual exchange. 8 The
dialogue is potent whether it revolves around a housewife
who trades sex and housekeeping services for status and
economic support or a prostitute who trades sex for money.
While the debate rages on about the "why" of sexual op-
pression, not enough has been offered as to the "how" of
securing some for women measure of control and
autonomy over their bodies and labor.
Application of feminist theory has suffered because of
the inherent difficulties of finding consensus among women,
a richly diverse group. While feminists seek to construct
an all encompassing theory for womankind, experimenta-
tion on a practical level has suffered. Theoretical plurality
should not result in paralysis. Theory does not necessarily
have to precede action, especially in periods of incoherence
or a lack of consensus. Perhaps there can be a dialectic
between theory and action. Three steps forward, two steps
back may be preferable to an undeterminable period of In-
ertia. I am suggesting a course of action consistent with
one theory in an attempt to create a bridge between In-
tellectualism and feminist activism.
Many types of women's work have been devalued and
undercompensated. I wish to focus on a specific type of
labor transaction which women have engaged in throughout
history: prostitution. In modem times, sex has been com-
modified and women, for the most part, have provided that
commodity. The sex industry is an example of a huge
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system of transactions in which women and their labor are
exchanged between men for money. Prostitution is a
prevalent and integral part of our economy. However, these
women are not partners to the transactions and do not reap
all the profit from their circulation. In no other context
are women more blatantly treated as chattel among men.
Because of the nature and illegality of their work, society
disenfranchises these women as workers and citizens.
Rubin's article suggests that a means of escaping op-
pression would be for all women to become partners in and,
therefore, beneficiaries of the transactions involving their
bodies and services. This article attempts to explore one
means by which this narrow segment of the female popula-
tion may achieve this partnership. Prostitutes are in a bad
position even in comparison to other female workers. Their
working conditions prompted me to explore the desirabili-
ty and possibility of unionizing them as an avenue by which
they may escape some degree of their physical and
economic exploitation. After a brief review of the history
of prostitution, three examples of collective action and an
attempt to organize prostitutes in New York City will serve
as vehicles for discussion of whether unionizing prostitutes
is a viable goal.
I. "Herstory"
It is difficult to trace an accurate history of prostitu-
tion since, as a subculture, prostitutes have left few records
and are rarely mentioned in the writings of the elite who
usually record history. We do know prostitution existed to
some extent in the colonial and pre-Civil War period.' One
form was slavery; black females were often forced to pro-
vide reproductive and sexual services.10 However, it wasn't
until industrialization, the westward expansion, and the in-
flux of immigrants that followed the Civil War that pros-
titution became entrenched in this country."
As for the westward expansion, prostitutes were
among the first pioneers. They, along with missionaries,
followed the men who settled cattle and goldrush towns.
Almost every town had a "cathouse" along with its church,
saloon, and general store. A madam usually supervised the
community of young, female inhabitants. In the West, the
victorian attitude of tolerance prevailed: prostitution was
a necessary evil.12
As the westward migration of Americans continued,
the immigration of poor Middle Europeans into cities on
the East Coast grew. Most of the immigrants were single
or married men who had left behind their wives and/or
families. They created a demand for female sexual services.
The growth of large populations of men coincided with the
immigration of women from Europe and rural America. 3
These American and European immigrant women, who
preferred prostitution to labor in the horrendous sweat-
shops and factories or could not find employment, met that
demand.
When prostitution began to flourish in the East, it did
not find the same acceptance it did in the West. The anti-
vice campaigns of the Progressive Era included prostitu-
tion. Many historians attribute the campaigns to class pre-
judice and discrimination. The habits of the immigrant
masses alarmed the protestant establishment. The seamy
side of life, including prostitution, became more visible as
immigrants moved into crowded inner city neighborhoods.
Although bordellos existed, the city environment con-
tributed to the appearance of streetwalkers for the first
time." One author wrote:
"Unable to endure the poor's buying and
having sexual pleasure in the same way the up-
per classes had always had them, the white
Protestant establishment mounted a moral
crusade against the beer-drinking, loose-living
immigrants who threatened the dominant
culture patterns .... If you have worked hard,
have saved some money, you can have a
mistress or visit a 'house of ill repute!, but if you
are poor and are forced to buy or sell sex on
the street, it is a threat to the morals of
society.""5
According to one historian, the middle class reformer view-
ed prostitution as "a cultural symbol of the birth of a modem
industrial culture in which the cold, impersonal values of
the market place could invade the most private areas of
people's lives." 6 The reformers were horrified by the large-
scale commercialization of prostitution (and other vices)
by third party agents who realized profits from organizing
and controlling the activity. Unwittingly, the reformers ac-
tually contributed to the rise of street prostitution. Their
insistence on closing the brothels and raiding the "red-light"
districts did not eradicate prostitution. Rather, like a weed,
it continued to grow despite the more hostile environment.
As it did for other workers, industrialization would
change the nature of prostitutes' work significantly. The
turn-of-the-century trend towards organization - of
methods of production, of businesses, of a pluralistic so-
ciety - affected prostitution as well. As the government
sought to regulate and control an increasingly complex
society, the same phenomenon occurred in the criminal
sphere. The twin factors of industrialization and prohibi-
tion served to radically alter the subculture. Control of
prostitution shifted from women, madams and the pro-
stitutes themselves, to pimps and organized crime syn-
dicates.' 7 Madams are not necessarily less exploitive, but
perhaps less abusive. The decline of madams and indepen-
dent prostitutes as the managers and financial beneficiaries
of prostitution reflects the co-optation by men of one of
the few businesses, legal or otherwise, controlled by and
profited from by women.'" One author drew a parallel bet-
ween industrialization's effect on prostitutes work to its
effect on pre-industrial laborers: "Like the independent ar-
tisan who had become a salaried worker, the prostitute
would rarely work henceforth as a free agent."'9
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Other factors contributed to the upsurge in prostitu-
tion in the following decades. One of the most immediate
and obvious causes were World Wars I and II which at-
tracted many prostitutes to base camps and towns around
large military installations. 20 Prostitution was tolerated at
these times because of soldiers' apparent "need of women."
The proliferation and commercialization of pornographic
materials and the sex industry in general was a factor. Other
less discrete societal factors such as poverty and sexism
contributed to prostitution's expansion by providing the
backdrop of desperation and discrimination against which
these historical events occurred.
This country's history shows a schizoprenic approach
to prostitution ranging from de facto decriminalization to
fervent, almost hysterical attempts at wiping it out.
Throughout world history, societies have grappled with the
prostitution issue. America, as a young nation, is simply
an example of one of the most recent vain attempts to
eliminate the activity. Despite the failure of the Progressive
Era reforms, contemporary policies have not been severed
from those roots and continue to reflect the Progressive
belief in prohibition.
II. The Strikes
While the history of working class struggle is long and rich,
the history of organizing on behalf of prostitutes is very
short considering that this means of earning a wage has
existed as long as recorded history.21 A first step was taken
when in the mid-1800's activist Josephine Butler fought
for repeal of the Contagious Diseases Acts in England,
which were used to incarcerate prostitutes blamed for
spreading venereal disease.22 She went on to found the
Abolitionist Society to combat the discriminatory prosecu-
tion of loose7 women. Over a hundred years ago, she believ-
ed that prohibition or restrictive regulations promoted pro-
stitution and the traffic in women.
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More recent and dramatic efforts were waged in the
197(Ys. COYOTE,24 the first prostitutes' union, was formed
in San Francisco on Mother's Day, 1973, and a wave of
strikes in France encouraged the birth of many similar
organizations. Neither COYOTE, the Collective of French
Prostitutes, which organized the strikes in France, nor any
of the other prostitutes' organizations have became unions
in the classic sense. However, they are advocacy groups
and through their activities have sought employment goals
shared by traditional unions, such as improved working
conditions, job security, and job safety.
Marseille
The notorious Lyon prostitutes' strike of 1975 was
preceded by a smaller strike in 1973 of prostitutes in
Marseille. The strike was visible enough to be covered by
Newsweek 25 which reported that it was precipitated by a
crusading, new police prefect. He had been sent by Presi-
dent George Pompidou's government in response to the
"Lyon Affair" of 1972, a political scandal which implicated
high police officials and Gaullist politicians in prostitution
rings. The prefect closed thirty hotels catering to prostitutes
and doled out stiff fines. In response, the prostitutes, who
were essentially "locked out7, elected a leader who led them
on an embarrassing, noisy march through the center of
town crying, "We are practically a public utility. If they want
to tax us - all right. But don't prevent us from working.
Most of us have children to bring up."2 6 The prostitutes
first tried negotiations with the city government without suc-
cess and then were advised by their lawyer to strike.
"Maggy," the leader, organized the strike through a series
of press conferences, manifestoes, and meetings which
managed to keep the women off the street.
The strike was a success for several days gaining vocal
support from taxi drivers, restaurant owners and mer-
chants. The police, however, did not crack down on the
Arab quarters and the prostitutes in that neighborhood did
not participate in the job action.27 Thus, the strike was
undermined and eventually broken. A positive note
however was that the strike demonstrated that the possibili-
ty of collective action existed and created a sense of solidari-
ty among prostitutes which would become even more evi-
dent two years later.
Lyon
In 1975, a more significant strike took place. Between
one hundred and one hundred and fifty prostitutes occupied
a church during a three month long strike in Lyon, France.
The details of the French National Hookers' Strike have
been recorded in the book, Prostitutes: Our Life, which con-
tains personal stories written by six women who par-
ticipated. 28 According to the book, the strike was
precipitated by the brutal murders of several prostitutes dur-
ing the months preceding the strike. The outrage and emo-
tion evoked by these murders and recent repressive police
tactics triggered a meeting in June of fifty people, including
prostitutes, lawyers, activists from Nid,2 9 and journalists.
The meeting, which turned out to be the first step towards
organizing the strike, resulted in a collective statement °
concerned with security, excessive fines and harassment.
This statement was distributed in August to a leftist legal
association, the press, and among the other prostitutes In
the community.
Another prostitute murder in Lyon shortly after the
statement was distributed insured more momentum for the
fledgling collective. A letter to a Nid activist challenged the
ostensible reasons given by the police for the repression.
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The police claimed the "crack down" was to round up
pimps, but the letter claimed it was the prostitutes who were
being attacked. A second public meeting was held in early
autumn to which police officials, whom the prostitutes held
responsible for the repressive policies in Lyon, were invited.
The government, however, was not responding to their
demands and little was accomplished other than to shift
the emphasis from the murders to the arbitrariness of police
action.
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In February, 1975, the imposition of fines and harass-
ment escalated. Similar to many prostitution laws, the
French did not prohibit prostitution itself. "Behavior likely
to encourage debauchery" was the technically prohibited
activity.32 However, the police began applying the fairly
vague laws much more broadly than before. The repres-
sion and harassment included prostitutes receiving, along
with their fines in the mail, due bills for past taxes on wages
earned as "lady companion or kept woman."33 Old law
books were dusted off and recidivist statutes applied. The
prostitutes realized that if they continued to work they were
facing the likelihood of incarceration.
In April of 1975, eighty prostitutes met for the first
time without outsiders. Their agenda included public educa-
tion, contacting the press, and choosing a spokeswoman.
"Ulla" was chosen and represented them on a television
program which addressed prostitution. The appearance
was considered a failure since it did not generate support
from the general public, or even liberals or feminists, as
the collective had hoped. Nevertheless, it soon became
clear that the program had managed to mobilize some of
the estimated 30,000 other women working as pro-
stitutes.
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Prison sentences were eventually imposed. In a display
of solidarity, thirty members of the Movement for Non-
Violence (M.N.V.) demanded to be prosecuted along with
prostitutes who had been arrested, claiming they also had
exhibited behaviour "likely to encourage debauchery." The
prostitutes, however, were not interested in martyrdom for
M.N.V. members or their own incarceration; they decided
to resist arrest starting Monday, June 2nd. The idea of oc-
cupying St. John's cathedral was proposed at one meeting
and immediately agreed upon. The proposal gained
unanimous acceptance for several reasons: the prostitutes
could find sanctuary from the police, create a media event,
and, most importantly, maintain their dignity. The pro-
testors still felt the sting of jeers hurled at them during street
demonstrations they had organized in 1973.
The event was carefully orchestrated to avoid in-
terference by the police. Prostitutes informed the journalists
of the plans two days in advance, but, at the last minute,
foiled the police by occupying a different church. On Mon-
day morning, with the police stationed in front of St.
Bonaventure, the prostitutes filed into the 15th century
church of St. Nizier. Shortly after they entered, they releas-
ed two letters, one to the public,3 6 the other to Giscard dEs-
taing, the President of France, proclaiming themselves
working mothers and stating their intention to seek refuge
in the church and resist imprisonment until the sentences
were suspended and the Secretary of State for Women's
Affairs granted them a meeting.
The following day, the women in the church held a
meeting to address several problems. As a result, a group
of women was dispatched to discourage other women who
continued to work as prostitutes, trying to profit from the
failure of supply to meet demand; asking them to join the
strike. Most of the demonstrators inside the church had
time to make arrangements for child care or their families.
However, couriers contacted relatives and made other ar-
rangements if necessary. And, of course, a plan to furnish
food and necessities had to be drawn up. These pressures
made it difficult to maintain the rule that nobody leave the
church. Nonetheless, it remained virtually unbroken.
Throughout the occupation, they continued communicating
to the public:
THE WOMEN PROSTITUTES OF LYON
SPEAK TO THE PEOPLE
37
We asked the State to listen to us as women.
Poniatowski38 answers us with billy clubs, takes
our money, puts us in prison, insults us, hits
us, ejects us forcibly from churches in order to
put us in brothels, and takes away our children.
He refuses to see us as women.
He only accepts us as sex factories.
He speaks about procuring, but he takes our




NO TO POLICE REPRESSION,
NO TO PRISON SENTENCES,
YES TO JUSTICE
YES TO ALL THE ADVANTAGES AND
RIGHTS OF BEING WOMEN!
More united than ever, in dignity, for the crea-
tion of an Estates General of women pro-
stitutes, we come together again in the struggle.
Action Committee of Women Prostitutes
The prostitutes gained more support from the public,
in the form of free food and drink, then reform from govern-
ment. 9 But all the while, the strike's impact rippled beyond
Lyon. Two hundred prostitutes occupied a church in
Marseille.4" There were other occupations in Grenoble and
Montpellier. Strikes occurred in Toulouse, Staint-Etienne,
and Cannes. A delegate of six prostitutes brought a pledge
of support from Paris signed by forty-seven other pro-
stitutes. Eventually, even Parisian prostitutes occupied the
St. Bernard Chapel in Montpamasse. (They were forcibly
evicted by the police two days later.) Prostitutes went so
far as to stage a demonstration at the entrance gate of the
President's chateau. On June 9, 1975, the occupations and
strikes culminated with the prostitutes submitting their
statement of demands in Paris.
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WHAT WE DEMAND
1. Abolition of article 34: incitement to
debauchery. No more fines, no more sum-
monses. We propose: non-punitive taxes giv-
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ing us the right to welfare and pensions, like
every French woman who is a mother.
2. We affirm that prostitution is a job determin-
ed by the sexual needs of one part of society.
3. We want to be full citizens.
WE REFUSE FIRMLY
1. The reopening of brothels,42 even in their
modem and luxurious form of Eros Centres.
2. To be civil servants of sex completely
without freedom.
3. To be nationalized.
4. To be municipalised.
OUR IMMEDIATE DEMANDS
1. The dropping of all jail sentences facing the
people in Lyons.
2. Abolition of law concerning jail sentences for
repeated offenders.
3. To meet a government representative
capable of understanding the prostitutes and
finding ground for agreement.
4. Reopening of the hotels in the
neighbourhoods where prostitutes work.
5. Enforcement of the laws allowing the
reintegration of prostitute women into society.
Results
The French prostitutes won the battle, but have not
yet won the war. The murders stopped and the harassment
abated, but not much else has changed for French pro-
stitutes. Safety and economics made the prostitutes realize
their need for collective action. It's certain that the social
climate of the 70's had much to do with the militancy of
the prostitutes, but not all can be attributed to the times.
The streetwalkers, like other workers, took action when
they had finally had enough of the risks incurred in their
jobs and the decreasing returns.
The strikes were important for demystifying prostitu-
tion and bringing to light the circumstances of prostitutes'
lives as women, mothers, and workers. The momentum
carried the Collective of French Prostitutes long after the
strikes ended; preparations were made the following
November for the first "Meeting of Prostitutes" to defend
a charter which rejected Eros Centers,43 supported taxes,
but no fines, and called for hotels for prostitutes, not
prisons.44 All tolled, there were eight months of prostitutes'
protests.4' These activities helped spawn organizations in
other countries or gained greater support for existing ones.
These groups included: PUMA (Prostitutes Union of
Massachusetts), COYOTE (Call Off Your Old Tired
Ethics), New York Prostitutes' Collective, Dolphin, Kan-
sas City Kittys, Ocelot, and ASP (Association of Seattle
Prostitutes) in the U.S.. Outside the U.S., CASH (Cam-
paign Against Street Harassment) in Canada and PLAN
(Prostitution Laws are Nonsense) in England are two of
the bigger organizations. PUMA is representative of their
activities: while lobbying for decriminalization, It is work-
ing on providing daycare, legal aid, and public education.
46
The events in France in the 70's are almost all the ma-
jor manifestations of collective action among prostitutes
of recent times uncovered by research. One of the few other
events was a recent strike reported in a newsletter
distributed by WHISPER (Women Hurt in Systems of Pro-
stitution in Revolt).4 ' In March of 1987, Filipina prostitutes
struck to protest "forced boxing". Since 1985, three clubs
catering to American GIs at Subic Bay have featured
"female boxing". The women hired in these clubs are re-
quired to participate in boxing matches, despite its Illegali-
ty, or face fines and firing. Participating women reported
many injuries, as well as being sexually harassed by a physi-
cian employed by one of the clubs. Finally, the women call-
ed a strike to protest the boxing and the owner's refusal
to recognize their union. The owner, a retired U.S. Navy
Captain, hired twenty men who violently assaulted the
strikers while attempting to break down their barricades.
The Filipina women's strike illustrates that while pro-
stitutes' working conditions and actives are varied, they
are almost universally oppressive. A closer examination of
the nature of this type of work is necessary to determine
whether collective action would help this category of
workers.
III. Reasons for Collective Action
Identifying women as sexual beings whose
responsibility is the sexual service of men is the
social base for gender specific slavery.
- Kathleen Barry, Female Sexual Slavery
(1979)
Although instances of revolt by prostitutes are few and
far between, the fact that this disempowered group has
risen in protest at all is reason for optimism. While the con-
ditions they work under create the greatest obstacles to
collective action, they are also the greatest motivating fac-
tors. The reality of prostitutes' lives and the circumstances
of the protests discussed above support the Idea of
unionization. Granted, the traditional union framework of
labor laws and collective bargaining does not transplant
neatly into this context. In assessing the viability of
unionization, it is important to bear in mind that prostitutes
are not a homogeneous group of women and, while
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similarities exist, their history is different from that of in-
dustrial laborers. Therefore, a union's form must adapt to
the particular needs of these workers. In fact, it is preferable
that a prostitutes' union not attempt to fit into the current
labor law framework since it could escape the limiting and
confining aspects that framework imposes upon traditional
unions.
A profile of American prostitutes provided by
WHISPER48 reports a population of between 450,000 to
1 million adult prostitutes exists in the U.S., most of whom
have been recruited by the age of sixteen. There are also
40,000-120,000 children used in the sex industry who are
likely to become prostitutes. Prostitutes are women with
few resources, most have not completed high school, and
few have had any job experience outside of the sex industry.
Most have been victims of childhood sexual abuse, incest,
rape, and/or battery, prior to entry into prostitution. Many
are women of color and have dependent children. Some
escaped from, or were abandoned by, abusive husbands
and forced into prostitution in order to support themselves
and their children.
Money
Considering the profile above, money is the most ob-
vious reason women prostitute themselves, but there is
disagreement about the degree of economic coercion in-
volved. Women often appear to consent to the sex-for-
money exchange, but when pressures such as financial
destitution and instability are exerted upon women such
as those described above, "the choice" is more likely. The
nature of this choice must be bome in mind when discuss-
ing agency. As Catherine MacKinnon writes: ".. . consent
in sex is supposed to mean freedom and desire express-
ed, not compensation for services rendered which is what
it means in a commodity exchange."49 Of working class
women, one author explains, "Although in general sexual
and economic exploitation may be considered the precon-
ditions of prostitution, a complicated web of particular
economic, social, and family difficulties led [them] to chose
prostitution as a survival strategy".50 A Lyon prostitute did
not distinguish herself from any other worker who must
sell their labor to survive: "It kind of kills you, but it's over
fast. The Berliet auto worker kills himself year in year
out . ."51
Most, especially streetwalkers, enter prostitution to
satisfy immediate needs, believing it will be temporary, a
year or two until they can insure their financial stability.
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Others, however, lured by the possibility of making $200
per night or $70,000 per year,5 3 see it as a means of at-
taining upward mobility. They accept the image in popular
culture of the glamorous fur-and-negligee clad call-girl cater-
ing to society's male elite. It should not be surprising that
our consumer culture can create a materialistic craving
in these women as much as it does in other people with
"legitimate" means of attaining satisfaction. "The old
fashioned notion that life is for the discipline of character
and that indulgence in pleasure not well earned is an
evidence of weakness now sounds almost quaint in its
austerity.... The idea that the world owes everybody a
comfortable living is one that readily gains adherents...
The atmosphere of the stock exchange is pervasive." 4
Unfortunately, social mobility is no less an illusion for
prostitutes than it is for many other workers who become
trapped in a cycle of subsistence labor. The notion that
many women get wealthy prostituting themselves is
challenged as a myth by most prostitutes' organizations.
Pitifully, the streetwalkers, who usually need the money
most, are also the most exploited and victimized. If
monetary need is the primary form of coercion, a union
must develop the means to insure that prostitutes keep as
great a share of their earnings as possible. This could be
done a number of ways: providing private protection from
thieves who prey upon prostitutes;collecting or providing
a drop off for earnings while women are working on the
street; defraying the cost of fines, legal services,55 and day
care;5 6 and using their collective buying power.5 7
Money for the future is a concern as well. Most pro-
stitutes age quickly, acquire little savings, and are no more
marketable for traditional employment after they quit then
when they began. In 2,000 interviews conducted over ten
years, Charles Winick and Paul Kinsie found no more than
100 older prostitutes who had any money savings.5 8 In ad-
dition to financial help during their working years, a union
could establish a retirement plan or pension. However,
since many "retired" prostitutes are unlikely to be elderly
- sixty-five or older - they would probably benefit more
from employment training and job placement. These ser-
vices would help them find work which may provide long
term financial security.
Safety
A prostitute's greatest occupational hazard is violence.
As a prostitute a women is engaged in an illegal activity.
Thus, in the eyes of the police, she is invisible as a woman
and citizen and is incapable of being victimized. Regardless
of her status in society's eyes, in reality she is often sub-
jected to many types of violence and abuse. A prostitute
usually fails to report crimes committed against her in order
to avoid shining a spotlight upon her activities. If she does
report them, they are usually not investigated. Contributing
to the reluctance to report and assert her victimization is
the fact that many suffer further at the hands of the police. 9
And if they complain about police action, they are open
to retaliation back on the street. No matter how badly hurt,
prostitutes consider the police to be adversaries and refuse
to seek their assistance.
The danger of physical assault comes predominantly
from "tricks."6" The women are attacked, tortured, and/or
murdered with guns, knives, bats, even automobiles. Ac-
cording to one study, over 76% of the prostitutes inter-
viewed had been injured while working, either by customers
or police.6" Another study concentrating on streetwalkers
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revealed that 2/3 of pimps assaulted their prostitutes.62
Eighteen percent of these prostitutes said they were beaten
"constantly" and 36% said they were beaten "regularly".63
A union of prostitutes could provide members with
private protection or security measures. Examples are
"bouncers" working in brothels; individuals patrolling pro-
stitutes' turf; training prostitutes in self-protective measures;
and equipping them with defensive weapons such as mace.
The benefits would be two-fold: one, prostitutes would have
greater protection from street criminals and "johns." Thus,
they would no longer have to rely on pimps, who provide
this protection, but in turn abuse the women themselves.
Secondly, their protective agents and representatives could
document and report police brutalities and complicity in
the prostitution enterprise.
Health
Despite the fact that prostitutes practice some self-
protective measures, the number of potential exposures to
venereal disease makes sex-for-money risky. It is estimated
that 90% of all prostitutes will be infected with a venereal
disease at least once during their working career." The
spectre of AIDS has made this occupation potentially fatal.
Prostitutes are in a vulnerable position since mostly, at this
point in time, women are being infected by men, not vice
versa.65 In some massage parlors, women are provided with
or required to have medical examinations for venereal
disease. However, the examination is usually cursory and
the "clean bill of health" is often not for the women's safe-
ty, but to avoid liability should an irate customer return to
claim he had been infected.6 6 With the dangers of venereal
disease come the possibilities of illness, sterility and death.
This is frightening for any prostitute who does not have
the money for health care or desires children and tragic if
a prostitute with a family has no one to care for them in
the event of her death.
Decent health services, especially gynecological, would
be a benefit much needed by members. Prostitutes need
them more than the average woman because of the nature
of the work and the frequent injuries inflicted by pimps and
clients. Gynecological services are available, but even when
the women can afford it they are sometimes refused treat-
ment or abused. The major reason for the organizing at-
tempt described below was that the small group of Manhat-
tan physicians who cared for the health needs of women
in the profession exploited them medically, financially, and
sexually.6
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The toll on their mental psyche is great as well: public
hospital records show that 15% of all suicide victims are
prostitutes. 68 Psychological counseling is important for pro-
stitutes who may need help coping with the pressures of
their work and the psychological scars they bear.
Juveniles
Sixty-five percent of adult prostitutes surveyed in one
study had been runaways. 69 A union might help control
the number of juveniles prostituting themselves by providing
temporary refuge and counseling for runaways who are able
or willing to return home. 0 A union could also provide
realistic information to runaways about their future in pro-
stitution. If unsuccessful in dissuading them, former and
current prostitutes could at least provide them with advice
which would alleviate some of the risks due to lack of ex-
perience. Many have described their "apprenticeship" with
older prostitutes and claim it helped their adjustment to
the work and to avoid many hazards.
Runaways and abandoned children are the easiest prey
for recruiters who traumatize them into service.71 Young
women and children who enter prostitution are more like-
ly to be drug addicts than older prostitutes.72 The com-
mon belief that most prostitutes are junkies is not confirmed
by some activists who have observed drug use, but not a
high rate of addiction.73 They assert drug abuse is the ex-
ception given a job that demands long hours, vigilance,
stamina, and a good reputation.74 So juveniles are not
only psychologically and financially susceptible to recruit-
ment, but often have the added problem of drug addiction.
A union-run shelter could also help in placing juveniles In
drug counseling programs or providing counseling direct-
ly.
While protection, medical care, shelters, and some of
the other services mentioned are sometimes available, this
is usually accomplished by skeletally staffed organizations
with scarce resources or by exploitive private means, i.e.
pimping. The idea is that sex-for-money generates a lot of
income and some of it should be directed into the hands
of a union which could provide these services in a non-
exploitive and more effective way.
IV. Obstacles
Arlene Carmen and Howard Moody, in an admittedly
subjective and experiential manner, documented an attempt
to organize prostitutes in Working Women: The Subterra-
nean World of Street Prostitution.75 In 1975, PONY76 call-
ed for the creation of a New York prostitutes' union. Work-
ing with a handful of former prostitutes and religious ac-
tivists from the Judson Church Prostitution Project,
Carmen and Moody initiated the effort in the Times Square
area. This project highlighted some of the difficulties in-
herent in organizing; difficulties which are common to any
organizing campaign and others unique to this subculture.
Organizers
The question of who should organize prostitutes
should be answered by stating females would probably be
more successful organizers than men since they might not
arouse as much suspicion. Carmen and Moody reported
that there is a rule on the street that the only men Times
Square streetwalkers will talk to are tricks, cops, or their
own pimp. 77 It should be noted that PUMA was founded
by Stephen Lewis, a 28-year-old male social worker. Lewis
however acknowledged, "Whenever I talk to women in the
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movement about PUMA, they react with instant suspicion
- that Im some kind of pimp out to control the whole pro-
fession. I understand their distrust - but I hope it won't
hold back the union's growth."
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Current or former prostitutes would be the most readily
accepted organizers. The problem is that women working
as prostitutes might not sacrifice the time. Ulla, the
spokeswoman for the Lyon prostitutes, complained about
her leadership role: "'ve lost 40% of my clientele. As soon
as I hit the street, girls ask me for help.... To be militant
is beautiful, but it takes time."7 9 As for former prostitutes,
they might be reluctant to return to the environment they
fled.
A broader issue than who the individual organizers
would be is who the leadership of the union would be. Most
likely leadership would come from the prostitutes' advocacy
groups which already exist. However, because of the lack
of resources their efforts have not been very successful thus
far. Even if one could imagine an established union with
the necessary resources undertaking the project, it would
not necessarily be in the prostitutes' best interests. Imagine
the Teamsters controlling a prostitutes' union. It's unlikely
any male dominated hierarchy would alleviate their oppres-
sion, rather than simply change its form. As Margo St
James, founder of COYOTE said, "The rules of the game
must evolve from within, and not be arbitrarily imposed
from without. The forms that prostitution takes must be
developed by the workers who provide the service ....
It must be a union of prostitutes speaking with their own
voices. Even then, however, the leadership might still have
to worry about being delegitimized and silenced. According
to St. James, "Being a spokeswoman for an invisible con-
stituency, which must remain invisible, has its disadvan-
tages. The media are always insisting on a 'real' prostitute
to interview, and often times I am told, 'You're atypical,
you're not a real whore,' whatever that is; which is like the
old question many real whores hear, over and over again,
'What's a nice girl like you doing in a business like this?"
Such statements and questions are intended to isolate and
separate one from the very constituency that gives one the
personal power to carry on the campaign."80
Location
It isn't difficult to locate workers when trying to
organize a business or industry. The difficulty lies in gain-
ing access to the employees. While working prostitutes are
not in a discrete location such as a factory, they can be
found in "red-light" districts. However, organizing along
several blocks poses problems: disseminating informa-
tion, 8' identifying workers, the number of organizers need-
ed, and making contact. Communicating with prostitutes
in their homes is difficult, if not impossible, since many do
not have permanent homes or there is no effective way of
determining their addresses.
One option is to establish a central location and in-
vite prostitutes to meet the organizers. Waiting, however,
has never been a good organizing technique and under
these circumstances there are too many reasons prostitutes
would be unlikely to appear. Disseminating information
would be difficult and it would be available to individuals
such as pimps who might thwart prostitutes' attempts to
visit the center. A meeting place close to where prostitutes
circulate would also raise suspicions among the police of
being a brothel. Therefore, it might be subject to
surveillance or raids, which would deter visits from pro-
stitutes. A central location would be needed by organizers,
but not as the location for communicating with prostitutes.
The street and massage parlors seem to be the only
viable options. The project members learned "Lesson One:
never disturb a working woman while she's trying to earn
her living."82 Even if one could engage streetwalkers in con-
versation, one may be interrupted by propositioning clients.
"Johns" mistaking the organizer for a prostitute would be
disruptive and repeated refusals might raise suspicions, driv-
ing away potential customers and thereby aggravating the
prostitutes. So, although the streetwalkers are readily
located on the street, they are most difficult to meaningfully
reach. In fact, the project members had been working for
close to a year, successfully making contact in medium-
priced massage parlors, but unable to make contacts with
street walkers.
Call girls are an unlikely target for organizing efforts.
Attempts made to locate them would be difficult because
they are not as highly visible. They usually operate out of
hotels, apartments, or well disguised massage parlors.
These locations may be found by consulting pornographic
magazines, but security makes it almost impossible to
enter. Two organizers were "forcibly thrown out of parlors,
usually on the East Side.... In about six of the costliest




Prostitutes are believed to cause or aggravate a varie-
ty of social ills. They are accused of spreading venereal
disease, contributing to neighborhood blight, increasing
street crime, and, generally, jeopardizing the public morals.
The image of the prostitute as communicating V.D. has
been challenged by studies, however it still makes it dif-
ficult to rally public support. Even potentially sympathetic
groups like feminists are divided.84 The lack of support pro-
vides little impetus for change by the government. This is
especially true given that politicians on "law-and-order" plat-
forms have repeatedly used the issue of prostitution to flog
incumbents.
The project members engaged in only one form of
political action. They attempted a letter writing campaign
to oppose a bill proposed in anticipation of the 1976
Democratic National Convention.8" The law was broad and
vague, making arrests for behavior associated with prostitu-
tion easier. The campaign was a failure; few letters were
written. Many of the women were not registered voters and
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many lacked a permanent residence which would allow
them to register. Those who did live in an apartment did
not want to have any record linking them to prostitution.
Most importantly, they didn't perceive themselves as full
citizens with the ability to stand up and object indignantly
to infringements of their rights. The general population and
government does not consider them full citizens and the
prostitutes are keenly aware of their attitude.
Solidarity
Just as ethnic, religious, and language barriers made
early organizing of laborers in this country difficult, the
same is true of prostitutes. They share a slang unique to
the subculture8 6 and the hierarchies and prejudices of socie-
ty are mirrored in it. Differences in race and class usually
distinguish call girls from parlor girls, parlor girls from street-
walkers.8 7 Also, because of fears of being victimized or ar-
rested, they are constantly on guard and suspicious, mak-
ing it difficult to develop trust between each other or with
outsiders. One French prostitute lamented, "I expected
more solidarity between the girls, but they bitch about each
other too much. They're always on edge, and so it all blows
up at the slightest thing."88
Risks
Labor history has shown organizing poses risks, and
indeed there are a host of dangers on the street to which
organizers would be vulnerable. Walking the streets of
Times Square during the night and early morning hours
poses a danger from street criminals. Irate pimps8 9 might
threaten or retaliate against organizers who encroach upon
their control. Female organizers appearing repeatedly on
the streets might be mistakenly arrested as prostitutes.90
They might even be intentionally arrested by corrupt police
to thwart their efforts. Maintaining the stamina to work
from night until early morning would be difficult as well.
There are even more barriers to organizing prostitutes
than traditional laborers, but organizing workers has always
posed many of the same problems and dangers. If a con-
certed attempt is made, the effort could be successful. In-
deed, the recent history of prostitutes shows that these im-
pediments can be overcome.
V. Elements of Success
Highlighting some of the factors which successfully
mobilized French prostitutes aids an analysis of the poten-
tial for mobilization in this country. Although aided by ac-
tivists, the strikes were fueled primarily by the prostitutes.
They successfully used publicity by creating a newswor-
thy event, demystified prostitution to a degree, and por-
trayed themselves as working mothers. The publicity forc-
ed the issue onto the political agenda, embarrassed the
government, and brought their plight to the attention of
sympathetic groups. The collective productively channel-
ed the fears and concerns of other prostitutes by targeting
the police and government policies. Creating or utilizing an
existing network spread information to other sex workers,
implicitly establishing in their minds a community. And,
very importantly, they created solidarity by bringing the pro-
stitutes together in one place: the church in Lyon and the
march in Marseille.
The most crucial factors, which are irreplicable in this
country, are the cultural norms, political structure, and legal
climate. France, and many other European countries, have
a more tolerant, less puritanical attitude towards prostitu-
tion and sex in general. 91 While certainly not revered by
French society, the prostitutes may have felt less
marginalized. The fact that France has a greater welfare
state which provides for the basic needs of its citizens
regardless of income might have contributed to the will-
ingness of the French public to accept more readily the pro-
stitutes' assertions that they too were entitled to govern-
ment entitlements and programs.
Until 1946, France regulated prostitution by licensing
brothels.92 After 1960 and during the strikes, prostitution
per se was decriminalized, but solicitation was still illegal.
The "Lyon Affair" contributed to magnifying the hypocrisy
of maintaining abolition while the police arbitrarily enforc-
ed or profited from the law. Public support may have been
a result of condemnation shifting somewhat from the pro-
stitutes to corrupt, scandalized police agencies. The United
States is one of the few nations with a long history of pro-
hibition and which currently maintains that policy.9 2 Greater
public awareness of the sporadic and arbitrary enforcement
of prostitution laws in this country as well as the fact that
police avail themselves of prostitutes' services and extort
money might engender more sympathy for prostitutes and
support for legal reform.
For prostitutes everywhere a change in the legal struc-
ture would facilitate unionizing prostitutes. According to
Carmen and Moody, "The illegality of prostitution en-
courages men to view the women as easy targets, worthless
and degraded human beings about whom society is un-
concerned."93 It reinforces feelings of helplessness in prosti-
tutes. A change in the laws alone will not make prostitutes
respectable citizens in the eyes of the public, or make them
feel they can exercise all their rights, but it will alleviate some
of the infringements upon their rights perpetuated by the
police and raise some of the other barriers to empower-
ment.
VI. Proposed Changes Favorable to Unionization
There are three legal approaches to prostitution: pro-
hibition, regulation, and decriminalization. A system of pro-
hibition makes solicitation and living off of immoral earn-
ings illicit. Since prostitution still exists however, manage-
ment of prostitution is left in private, criminal hands and
the government is able to reap some profit through the im-
position of fines and taxes. Regulation entails government
management, either directly or through contracting out.
Decriminalization would not entail state control of prostitu-
tion, but it would be subject, like any other business, to
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certain regulations and taxation.
Regulation
There are a number of arguments offered to the public
in support of regulation.9 4 However, this legal approach
must be viewed from the perspective of the workers, not
the public. At first blush, regulation seems favorable. The
greater the centralization of prostitutes' activities, the easier
the access for organizing and providing services. State con-
trol also provides one or several identifiable targets for
negotiations concerning working conditions. Safety is
enhanced since prostitutes would work together or in
known locations, making the likelihood of criminal activ-
ity less and police protection easier.
Ease of organizing is not the criteria by which to judge
regulation however. The proper criteria is not what is most
desirable for organizers but what is most favorable to those
being organized. The biggest criticisms of regulation come
from the prostitutes themselves. The demands of the Lyon
prostitutes rejected proposals for regulated brothels. 5 In
West Germany, which regulates prostitution, only 12% of
the hookers officially registered with the government, the
rest would prefer operating illegally.9 6 A major reason of-
fered for regulation - to protect prostitutes from pimps
- was also rejected by the French prostitutes. They claim-
ed pimps provided them with some of the services which
would be unnecessary if their work was decriminalized:
warning of police arrivals, client referrals, arranging with
management for hotel rooms, and paying police not to ar-
rest them or demand free sex services.97 The safety argu-
ment is weakened by the common complaint that legaliz-
ed brothels are usually placed in the worst parts of the
cities. 98 Research and interviews show that some women
prefer the street and loathe working regular hours, the im-
position of quotas, being confined indoors, and losing con-
trol over which customers they accept or reject.99
Nevada, among its other unique characteristics, has
legalized brothels. The system in most counties requires
prostitutes to be twenty-one years old, have a work per-
mit, finger-prints, and photographs on file, and submit to
a medical examination. 00 Nevada's regulated system is
very restrictive of brothel employees' civil liberties. For ex-
ample, a women cannot be picked up after work by any
man, not even her husband.' 0' In most counties, the
women must remain inside between 6 p.m. and 10 a.m.
and, in some counties, the women may not leave the
brothel on Sundays. 0 Women are explicitly excluded from
bars and gaming houses and cannot rent rooms in town.1
0 3
Some surveys have shown a majority of the public sup-
ports licensed, regulated brothels,0 4 but prostitutes have
repeatedly expressed their opposition. At the 1986 Inter-
national Whores Convention in Brussels, West German
prostitutes complained of too much state intervention and
constant invasions of privacy. 0 5 The convention supported
decriminalization. 0 6 Ultimately, the best reason to oppose
regulation is that it continues to give control of women's
bodies to others, denying their physical autonomy.
Decriminalization
Decriminalization is the best option to promote col-
lective action. Many of the same effects mentioned above
which make regulation favorable to unionization would be
by-products of decriminalization as well, but with added
advantages. I °7 Decriminalization would end much of the
hypocrisy regarding prostitution which undermines the
legitimacy of laws in the eyes of the public and the pro-
stitutes. Both parties in the sex-for-money contract could
be able to act with impunity, rather than just the "John;"' °8
the laws will no longer be enforced solely against prostitutes
ignoring pimps; I°9 and, police will no longer have the discre-
tion to harass prostitutes, "look the otherway," or extort
money or sexual services.
The belief in men's "need of women," mentioned earlier
to justify tolerance at military instillations during WW I and
II, is still the justification for enforcement officials "looking
the other way" in some areas today. French author Annie
Mignard questioned the legitimacy of this rationale for
tolerating prostitution. She suggested, "If we hold the male
sex drive so sacred, why not democratically propose com-
pulsory service in a national prostitution service, in which
all women, without possibility of discharge, must serve." 1 0
She also rejects the functionalist approach to prostitution
which claims it serves a purpose by providing sexual ser-
vices for those incapable of establishing or maintaining sex-
ual relationships (e.g. the infirmed, transient men) and
meets the desire for sexual gratification that is defined as
immoral, (i.e. outside the bounds of wives and
girlfriends).' She queries: "Have we ever had this desire
when it comes to women who are infirmed, mentally ill,
or otherwise rejected? How is it that this problem is resolv-
ed for them ... ?""'
As well as preventing the hypocrisy of discretionary
enforcement, decriminalization would remove the
stigmitization associated with an arrest record for prostitu-
tion, thereby removing one of the obstacles to alternative
employment. Once women are labeled as criminal it makes
it harder to leave "the life." Being familiar to the police
makes reintegration difficult as well because as long as pro-
stitution is illegal, former prostitutes run the risk of being
falsely arrested." 3 One prostitute described the difficulties
inherent in making the "choice" to quit: "So, a girl who
wants to leave can leave, just as easily as a secretary who
wants to quit her job. Only just like the secretary, it isn't
easy: she needs the money, she can't always get another
job, she7 s got into a way of life, she doesn't dare leave.
And also, at the moment, everything's set up to force her
to stay."
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Decriminalization would also reduce the frequent in-
fringements of the women's constitutional rights by the
police and make strong challenges to the constitutionality
of laws concerning prostitution moot. The constitutional
rights which have been implicated include: the right to
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privacy, because the private sexual conduct of consenting
adults is penalized;" 5 the guarantee of equal protection,
since the laws discriminate against women;' 1 6 the freedom
of speech, because of laws concerning solicitation;" 7 the
Eighth Amendment, due to vagrancy statutes which make
the mere status of being a prostitute a crime;" ' and the
Due Process Clause, because of vague loitering or solicita-
tion laws used to "sweep the streets."" 9
It is difficult to assess the impact decriminalization
would have on the amount of money prostitutes would keep
because of the conflicting evidence about the degree of
autonomy they have and the nature of the relationships
with their pimps. Reports vary from pimps taking 95% of
prostitutes earnings 20 to taking 40-60% 121 to only receiv-
ing the money prostitutes give them voluntarily.' 22 A ma-
jor difficulty lies in the fact that prostitutes are not a
homogeneous group. However, under prohibition, most
women do not make a big percentage of the 7-9 billion
dollars generated annually by prostitution.' 2 3 Direct pro-
fiteers are those who control their activities. Symbiotic pro-
fiteers include bartenders, waiters, cab drivers, and enter-
tainers. 124 Seven billion dollars divided by a conservative
estimate of the number of prostitutes in the U.S. computes
to a salary of $35,000 annually, tax-free.125 Reports state
that the average streetwalker in Manhattan earned between
$500 and $1,000 a week in 1981.26 Startlingly, however,
research shows that the average net income for a street-
walker is less than $100wk. or only $5200/yr. 27 Illegality
plays a part in skimming money off the top (middle, and
bottom) of prostitutes' earnings. One of the demands made
by COYOTE is to reduce the amount deducted from pro-
stitutes' earnings from 70% to 20%.128 The money is be-
ing funneled to any number of places: the state (fines),
defense lawyers (fees), pimps (independent and organized
crime), the police (graft), and street criminals (who prey on
prostitutes). Margo St. James summed up the COYOTE's
reasons for supporting decriminalization:
"This mix of prohibition and de facto
legalizing provides pimps and the police with
an undue amount of power over women's
mobility and private activity, a power which is
widely abused. The illegality of the occupation
effectively devalues women's time, across the
board, by not allowing them to keep the money
from one of the highest paying jobs available,
and the only job for which women are paid
more than men. It successfully stigmatises
women by their very sex, so that they have no
legal recourse when crimes of violence and
exploitation are committed against them. They
become legitimate victims - society's
scapegoat - while they function as an overt
object lesson to the rest of the female popula-
tion that they had better mind their Ps and Qs
and continue working in the home for free, and
in the job market for less than men."
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Decriminalization will help, but it will not be the solu-
tion for prostitutes. This is primarily because it does nothing
to alleviate the societal causes of prostitution.
Decriminalization may leave prostitutes even more
vulnerable. Because exploitive forces would still exist, there
are strong arguments that decriminalization would have on-
ly a minor impact on work-quality issues such as hours,
wages, retirement plans, professional advancement, etc. 3 '
One critic of decriminalization stated that to predict that
"a prostitute's self-image and decisions will change with the
law ignores the real psychological profile of street pro-
stitutes."13' Some feminists, who see prostitution as the
reflection of women's status, argue that decriminalizing pro-
stitution implies public affirmation that sexual access Is a
male prerogative.1
32
Opponents are correct in pointing out that despite
decriminalization many inherent problems would remain:
societal stigmatization, violence, and exposure to disease,
among others. These problems are recognized.
Decriminalization is endorsed nonetheless, but with three
qualifications. One, decriminalization must be part of a two-
step process: decriminalization followed by attempts at
unionization or some other collective action for prostitutes'
mutual benefit. Secondly, decriminalization of prostitution
should be accompanied by more severe penalties for pim-
ping and other forms of third party exploitation. Thirdly,
the women themselves understand their working conditions
best and how they can be improved. Feminists and pro-
stitutes' groups disagree on the portrait of prostitution and
the reasons for supporting decriminalization, but prostitutes
are virtually unanimous in their call for repeal of prohibi-
tion and many feminists agree. Support for decriminaliza-
tion seems the most appropriate position for feminist who
have not been completely silenced if one is advocating a
greater voice for these workers.
VII. Handling Success
If prostitution were decriminalized and a union
established, would it be effective? Dues collected from its
members would be the means of providing services such
as health care, protection, and day care discussed earlier.
If collection of dues could be assured, there doesn't seem
to be any reason to question the union's potential. Of
course, there is always the hurdle, as with any union, of
convincing members that the services they will receive are
well worth the dues. Providing needed services would be
the raison d' etre of the union. If adequate services were
available to members and they enabled more women to
leave "the life" or made it more bearable for those who re-
main, the union would be an unquestionable success.
But what about its methods of exerting influence?
Since the idea of a prostitutes' union and strikes have
developed in the spirit of worker rebellion, its interesting
to ask what forms it could take. There are limitations on
how and upon whom a prostitutes' union would exert
economic pressure. For streetwalkers, a union could not
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always target a certain employer in the way traditional
unions do. Perhaps a union would receive the desired wage
by setting rates by which members had to abide. Many pro-
stitutes however work in private establishments which
would provide a target for picketing and negotiations.
Speculation about the forms of prostitutes' resistance is dif-
ficult. Putting pressure on underground employers and
economies does not have many precedents. It is also im-
portant not to let the term "union" bind the idea complete-
ly into a traditional framework of expressing resistance. It
is useful, but can also fetter creativity. Perhaps specula-
tion is not even necessary. The French and Filipina pro-
stitutes have provided examples. Possibly no one but these
women and those who have an intimate understanding of
their situation would have imagined a strike was possible;
the idea must have seemed comical to others. But their
actions revealed the gravity of their work and lives. They
didn't underestimate the fact that without their labor an
important and profitable segment of the sex industry would
disappear. Together these women represent potentially
powerful leverage if unionization were explored and leaders
developed strategies for wielding that leverage to their col-
lective advantage.
VIII. Conclusion
According to prostitutes, decriminalization is necessary
to rid society of the hypocrisy, poverty, and persecution
criminalization enforces.13 3 It seems unlikely decriminaliza-
tion will occur however; not even proposals for regulation
have gained wide acceptance. Despite its criminal status,
the U.S. still tolerates prostitution in its less visible forms.
Efforts are made to confine the activity to areas which won't
offend respectable citizens. The irony did not escape one
prostitute: "It's like someone who's ugly taking all the mir-
rors out of their home; it doesn't stop them from being ug-
ly, but at least there's nothing around to confront them with
it." 134
As long as the class structure and gender system re-
mains unquestioned and intact, prostitution will persist. A
sex-segregated labor force, 2/3 of working women in
monotonous and low-paying clerical, sales, and service jobs
making only 69 cents on the dollar compared to men, and
a growing number of female heads of households are
among the most obvious, persistent economic factors
leading women into prostitution. Ironically, women's work
is even ghettoized in the criminal sphere: a woman's place
is on a comer, under a street lamp. When attempting to
understand these women, a prostitute advises: "Don't turn
it into science fiction: however marginal the world of pro-
stitution may be, it lives by the same rules as the rest of
the world."" 5
Not just forms of coercion, but demand is ever pre-
sent as well. A prostitute explained, "... . Its over and done
with very quickly. Then I think rm selling thin air, that what
they've bought is the fact of going to bed with a prostitute
- not a woman, a prostitute. What theyve bought is be-
ing able to pay us, a piece of degradation, our degrada-
tion."1 6 Fear of sanctioning this degradation has led some
feminists to support continued criminalization of prostitu-
tion and oppose the legalized status of other forms of
women's sexual exploitation, such as pornography. Author
Susan Brownmiller contends there is a connection between
prostitution and sexual violence. Her belief that the view
of women as object is the link between prostitution and
rape informs her views:
[My] horror at the idea of legalized prostitution
is not that it does not function as a rape deter-
rent, but that it institutionalizes the concept that
it is a man's monetary right, if not his divine
right, to gain access to the female body and that
sex is a female service that should not be denied
the civilized male. Perpetuation of the concept
that the "powerful male impulse" must be
satisfied with immediacy by a cooperative class
of women, set apart and licensed for this pur-
pose, is part and parcel of the mass psychology
of rape.'37
I share Brownmiller's concerns that perpetuating the ob-
jectification of women and the notion of an absolute right
of male access to women is undesirable. Nevertheless,
legalizing prostitution would not significantly contribute to
this problem. A belief in "male divine right" is already a fact
within the existing criminal context. Legalizing prostitution
would be beneficial to prostitutes specifically and of ques-
tionable detriment to women generally.
Women are exchanged every day in a multitude of
ways within the sex industry. The profits from prostitution
as well as other sex industry activities flow to the men who
control the system. The difference between prostitutes and
other female workers in the economy is that their activity
is illegal and the profits are not sanctioned. Illegality makes
it especially hard for most prostitute women to escape ex-
ploitation and gain more than a subsistence wage.
Decriminalization will at least help prostitutes to escape
some of the oppressive forces in their lives. A union would
be another step in that process.
Although I advocate unionization, I do not mean to
suggest that it will change the alienating character of the
work anymore than unions have for other workers.
However, prostitutes face an especially degrading and
dangerous means of making a wage. Organized prostitutes
may be able to benefit from some of the same trade-offs
other laborers have made. Unionization does not mean per-
manent institutionalization of prostitution. However, one
danger is that this idea is vulnerable to charges that an im-
plicit assumption of a prostitutes' union is acceptance of
the commodification of sex. I would counter that a union
is a means to an end, not an end itself. The benefits of
unionization, in the least, are solidarity and an awareness
among prostitutes that their oppression is not unique, but
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experienced by other women. Unionization is a coping
strategy for the interim period until we have a society that
no longer allows sexuality or other aspects of our humani-
ty to be commodified.
The prostitutes of Lyon wrote to the French public,
"Yes to all the advantages and rights of being a woman!"
Their cry communicates the reality that for some women
more than others living in the time gap between our im-
perfect world and utopia is harder to bear. A union would
help prostitute women garner the benefits from, and con-
trol over, their work and bodies at least as much as women
in general. If Gayle Rubin's theory is sound, wresting con-
trol of prostitutes' exchange from men would be an activi-
ty aimed at the traffic in women, the locus of women's op-
pression in our society.
Again, we're questioning the arbitrariness of these
regulations. . . . Certain well known bars which are
notorious for prostitution have stayed open. Why?
To sum up, [we're] aware that here we're only touching
on a few of the problems we're facing, problems linked to
the acknowledgement of prostitution. Or rather, linked to
the problem of the 'tolerance' of prostitution, which In fact
is what exists, and which allows huge profits to be made
from prostitution, either by the State (with the system in
force in Lyons) or by a few individuals (in the German
system, for example); all thanks to the work of young
women who are exploited by society without any respect
for them. Doesn't the problem lie in this hypocritical
'tolerance' - one of the problems at least?
1. Jaget, supra note 28 at 36.
APPENDIX I
GROUP STATEMENT
OF THE PROSTITUTES OF LYONS1
1) Security
Six or seven prostitutes have been murdered since 1971.
... These were ghastly murders and included torture. They
still haven't found the killers. We're also exposed to various
attacks from all kind of screwballs, sadists, madmen, etc.
... We draw your attention to the fact that:
a) Hotels used to provide a certain security - there
were always people around ....
b) Some girls, to get some minimal security, have tried
to buy apartments together in twos and threes. They were
told that set-up was illegal, on the grounds of pimping, and
that they risked prosecution....
What measures have been taken so that the murders
and violent attacks reported above don't happen again?
2) The abolition of repression
a) Fines.... It seems that the mere fact of being known
to the police as a prostitute and being in a public place or
on the street makes you liable to a fine, when you may
be going to the cinema, walking your dog or doing your
shopping. Some girls have been stopped when they were
in a car. Others when they were out with their children....
b) An end to the brutalities we're subjected to by the
police....
c) The bars. It seems that a decision by police head-
quarters is enough to close a bar down if on several occa-
sions a woman known to be a prostitute has been noticed
there, even if she's doing nothing more than having a drink.
That means that pros are regularly excluded from bars.
APPENDIX II
Letter to Nid'
Sir. We're a group of friends. We got wind of the fact that
you've held a meeting, and we thank you for wanting to
help us. We beg you to ask them, above all, to let us into
the hotels, any hotel, wherever we happen to be, whether
we're on foot or in a car. The hotel owners are scared. They
don't want to take us in. But if working in hotels were allow-
ed, we think the police corruption would stop, since they
wouldn't be tempted to accept whatever anyone offers..
. Were not talking about hotel chains like in the days of
Tonnot,2 and we're certainly not asking for special hotels.
... And as far as health is concerned, it would be much
healthier than working the docks, the parking lots and the
ring roads.
3
In plenty of towns, for example in Paris, prostitution Is
tolerated, if not officially then unofficially. You can't say
nobody knows about it, even high up, since all over the
place women are at the doors of hotels like they used to
be in Lyons. So who's behind this? The police? Or those
higher up? We don't know, but what hypocrisy! And what
injustice! France is certainly divided, divided in two, the
law's not the same for everybody.
Look at Lyons! Who's covering places like the Petit
Foyer, Place des Terraux? Of course, all the city's smart
set are there, fashionable clothes, champagne a gogo. Yet
for those of us on the street, if we manage to find a room
to rent right at the top of a building, we simply risk getting
killed, we're scared to death, and all this because of the
rotten cops. If it weren't for the hotels pimping, it would
never have come to this, ... And what about the restaurant
owners, the hairdresser, the lawyers, aren't they pimps?
They take our money too. Just look at the State with Its
fines. If they want to tax us, OK! But we can't all buy
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ourselves a one-room apartment. So where do we go? How
are we supposed to manage? We're supposed to be like
dogs...
We beg you to do everything you can for us. They tell us
we're free, but it's not true, since we don't know where to
go. For pity's sake let us live. Look at the injustice in this
racket. If you can find a high-class client, you can go to
Sofitel.4 You don't have to worry. But the average hotel,
no go - if a cop catches sight of you, the hotel's done for.
We're writing this letter without much conviction,
because we don't have faith in anything any more. Well
no doubt have to go to Paris or abroad, but we want to
thank you for not taking us for trash.
Martine, Ginette, Gina, Karole, Yvette
1. Supra note 28 at 40.
2. One of the police chiefs implicated in the 'Lyons Affair' of 1972.
He was found to be a proprietor of several brothels; other police
in Lyons were found to be collaborating with hotel owners in pimping.
3. While the majority of prostitutes work on the streets in the center
of town, some prefer to work in the ring road zone. (Footnote in
the original French)
4. Sofitel-chain of luxury hotels. (Footnote in the French edition.)
APPENDIX III
LETTER TO THE PUBLIC1
We are mothers talking to you. Women trying to bring
up their children alone as best they can, and who today
are scared of losing them. Yes, we are prostitutes, but if
we are prostitutes, it is not because we are depraved; it
is the way we have found to deal with the problems in our
lives.
Society is used to judging us, and pushing us into a
ghetto of contempt or pity. We are treated as "dirty," "ab-
normal" women, and at the same time people say, "they're
necessary."
Because "they're necessary," French law does not for-
bid prostitution; and, in theory, we are citizens like anybody
else...
1. Supra note 28 at 46.
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